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Editor’s note: PASS ON EACH ISSUE OF THIS NEWSLETTER TO EVERYONE WITH SAFETY 
RESPONSIBILITIES AT YOUR COMPANY. 

 

Operating/Working near backhoe loaders 
 

Key Points 
 

 Violation of the “General Requirements for all Machines” standard (29 CFR 1910.212) is the seventh most 
frequent federal OSHA citation for companies in the landscape and horticultural services industry group. 
Being struck by or against an object — events usually associated with working around machinery — 
accounts for about 30 percent of injuries in the landscape and horticultural services industry, according to 
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics data. 

 When operating backhoe loaders, overestimating the machine’s capabilities is one of the most common 
safety-related mistakes landscape crew members make. Typically, backhoe loaders used in landscaping 
applications are small, but operators tend to think they can perform the tasks of a full-size machine. 
Overworking the machine or lifting pallets of materials that are too heavy can cause accidents. Inattention 
by the operator and/or those working near backhoes also is a leading cause of accidents. 

 Proper operating techniques and alertness to one’s surroundings can significantly reduce the risk of 
backhoe loader-related injuries and fatalities. 
 

Checklist for employers and supervisors 
 

 Put in place a trenching and excavation program that includes inspection of excavated and adjacent 
areas, and make sure employees understand it.  

 Ensure availability and use of necessary personal protective equipment (PPE). For backhoe operation, 
this typically includes sturdy pants, long-sleeved shirt, steel-toed shoes, hard hat, safety goggles or 
glasses, gloves, hearing protection, and possibly a respirator if significant dust is present. 

 Make certain your company’s backhoe loaders — and those it rents — feature the following safety 
devices in good working order: rollover protective structure (ROPS), seat belt (if ROPS equipped), 
guards, shields, backup warning system, lights, and mirrors. 

 Check (or make sure employees check) the machine daily for broken, missing, or damaged parts, and 
make necessary repairs or replacements. 

 Notify utility companies with underground lines in the area where workers will be digging, and ensure all 
lines are marked (and exposed if required) beforehand. (See the September 2010 Safety $ense for more 
information about safe digging procedures.) 

 Allow only trained employees to operate equipment, including backhoe loaders. Because machines vary 
by brand and model, employees must be trained in the proper operation and safety features of individual 
pieces of equipment.  

 Ensure OSHA-required separation distances between the backhoe and overhead power lines are 
maintained. For voltages to ground of 50kV or less, the distance is 10 feet; for voltages to ground of more 
than 50kV, the distance is 10 feet plus 4 inches for every 10kV over 50kV. 

 Prohibit unnecessary personnel from entering the  work area around the backhoe. 
 Train all employees to use and understand a certain set of hand signals for assisting equipment 

operators. Only one person at a time should give hand signals.  

 
 

http://www.osha.gov/pls/oshaweb/owadisp.show_document?p_table=DIRECTIVES&p_id=1741
http://landcarenetwork.org/planetFile/pdfs/ssense/Sept10.pdf
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Employee dos and don’ts 
 

Do:  

 Check the work area for hidden holes, obstacles, or drop-offs before starting the machine.  

 Be aware of your surroundings and ground conditions at all times. 

 Position the machine appropriately on slopes. The heaviest part of the machine should face up the slope. 
When there’s a heavy load in the bucket, this will be the front of the machine. When unloaded, the rear of 
the machine is heaviest. 

 Wear necessary PPE. This likely will include sturdy pants, long-sleeved shirt, steel-toed shoes, hard hat, 
safety goggles or glasses, gloves, hearing protection, and possibly a respirator if significant dust is 
present. 

 Keep the machine clean. Slippery steps, hand rails, pedals, grab irons, and cab floors are hazardous. 

 Clear children, pets, unnecessary workers, and bystanders from the area. 

 Be aware of the backhoe’s swing zone and stay out of it. Mark swing areas with rope, tape, or other 
barriers. 

 Keep the working area as level and clean as possible. Use the bucket to grade the area frequently. 

 Always carry the bucket low for good visibility and maximum stability. 

 Use extreme caution when backfilling to avoid collapsing the wall of the trench. 

 When undercutting high banks or material piles, be alert for falling rocks and/or cave-ins. 

 Lower the bucket to the ground and turn off the machine before dismounting. 
 

Don’t: 

 Operate a backhoe loader unless you have been trained on that particular machine and are confident in 
your ability to do so. 

 Try to jump from the cab if the machine begins to tip. The cab is the safest place to be because it’s 
designed to take the impact. Remain seated with the seat belt fastened at all times. 

 Exceed the loader’s limitations. The machine’s spec sheet and operator’s manual will provide this 
information. Ask your employer or supervisor to show you one of these. If you’ll be using forks to lift 
pallets, you or the person delivering the material to the job site should ask the supplier how much each 
weighs. 

 Dig before underground cables, gas lines, water, and sewer lines have been marked and exposed (if 
necessary). See the September 2010 Safety $ense for more information about safe digging practices. 

 Allow riders, especially children. 

 Operate the backhoe from any location other than the seat. 

 Swing the bucket over a truck cab or load a truck while the driver is still inside. 

 Dump the bucket downhill when operating on a slope.  

 Use the backhoe as a hoist with the weight over the side of the machine. The weight should be over the 
back of the machine. Be sure the load is balanced, and move the boom slowly to avoid swaying the load. 

 Forget to check overhead for utility lines and other obstacles. Use a spotter when operating under them. 

http://landcarenetwork.org/planetFile/pdfs/ssense/Sept10.pdf

